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±. Continuation of the discussion in accordance with Article 81(d) onthe future
of the Long-Term Arrangement

(a) Meeting on 28 and30 November 1966

1. It was agreed by the Committee at its Meeting in Septenber 19611that
bilateral negotiations should take place between interested participating
countries in order to determine the conditions under which theLong-term

Arrangement would operate in the event of it being renewed. The Comittee-
threfore adjourned until 28 November 1966 when discussion on this item was
continued.

2. The representatives of Japan,HongKong,India, Pakistan, the Republic of
Korea and the Ulrited Arab Republic stated that, following the procedure agreed
uponby the Commitee at its September meeting, they had begun bilateral consul-
tations with the European Economic Community as weIl as with other importing
countries. These consultations had not yet been completed and, in their view,
more time should be allowed for this purpose,so as to enable them to be in a
position to proceed with the discussion on the future fate of the Long-Term
Arrangement.

1See document L/2712, page 21.
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3. The representatives of Colombia, Jamaica, Mexico, Portugal and Spain
expressed their willingness to proceed with the discussion under article 8(d)
if the Committee so wished. The representatives of Colonbia and Spain
favoured an extension of the Long-Term Arrangement. The representative
ofMexico said that theCommiittee right wish to consider cerrtain modifi-
cations put forward with a view to improving the implementation of the

Arrangement.

4. The Chairman pointed cut that a number of importing countries were
prepared to liberalize the administation of theArrangement, and to offer
more favourable access, only if the Arrangementwere extended in its present
form. it seemed, however, that the exporting countries were unwilling to form
any judgment on this proposition before knowing precisely what kind of access
they would get. There was no point in the Committee discussing purely
stylistic or minor textual changes in viewof the fact that important changes
would be brought about by an improved administration of the Arrangement.
5. The spokesman for the European Economic Community said that, in
compliance with the procedure suggested by the Chairman at the September
meeting, the Community had contacted a number of exporting countries with a
view to ascertaining their desiderata; this first step was necessary in
order to orientate tha Comanity's internal work and to eliminate difficulties
which might be encountered in seeking mutually satisfactory solutions if the
Long-Term Arrangment were to be extended. The Community also had the
problem of formulating a common commercialpolicy and the efforts made in
this direction bad not yet been comleted. Thus, it was necessary, not only
to consider the different interests of exporting countries but also to
reconcile the efforts being made to harmoize the commercial policy of the
member States. Bilateral consultations with the exporting countries should
be continued with a view to finalizing what had becn contemplate. in the
preliminary exploratory phase. These consultations, however, could not be
pursued further until than memberStates were in a position to give precise
replies to the questions, sometimes technical, put to them by exporting
countries. while not being in a position to indicate an exact date for the
conclusion of these negotiations, the spokesmen for the Community expressed
the hope that they would be completedas soon as possible.

6. The representative of the United States stressed the paramount importance
of the Committee tacking a promptdecision on thefuture fate of the Long-Term
Arrangement. The tariff negotiationsin the context of the Kennedy Round were
bound to be delayed since the reduction of tariffs was tied to the f ture fate
of the Arrangement. In addition, the uncertainty of the market was contrary to
the interests of both importing and exporting countries. Hi therefore urged
that consultations be speeded up in order to permitthe Comitte to reach a
decision. The UnitedStates, foritspart, had completed bolateral negotiations
with almost al exporting countries and would conclude consultations with a
number of other countries within the next fewdays. Delay reaching a
decisionon extensionof the Long-Term Arrangementwouldpostponeputing into
effect the liberalization in administration that theUnited States andexportingcountries would contemplate.
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7. The representative of the United Kingdom, referring the Committee to
Table III of document COT/W/74/Add.1, pointed out that his country came head of
the list with 25.3 per cent of its apparent consumption of cotton fabrics
represented by imports from Group II countries and Japan. Commenting on the
point raised by the spokesman for the Community on the harmonization of the
comercial policy in the member States, he expressed the hope that, in achieving
this haronization, due regard would be given to the point he bad made at the
September meeting, namely, that it should even out the disparities in the
performance among importing countries while providing opportunities of growth
for exports from the developing countries.

8. The representative of Austria said that., although the Austrian cotton
textiles industry was in a difficult situation, his country was prepared to
continue the annual increase provided for Austria in Annex A.

9. The Chairman said that, in view of the fact that the European Economic
Community was not yet in a position to finalise its offer, it would be advisable
to keep the present session of the Committee in being,but to recess until the
Committee was in a position to pursue the discussion effectively. He suggested
that the discussion be resumed early in 1967; in the first half of January 1967
he would consult with those members of the Committee principally concerned so
as to determine the precise at for the resumption.

10. Following these consultations by the Chairnan, it was decided thatthe
Committee should reconvene on 20 March1967.

(b) Meeting on 20 and 22 March 1967

11. The Chairman, in his openingstatement, required whether the Committee was
in a position to proceed with the discussion under Article 8(d) of the
Arrangement on the basis of a firm assessment by the exporting countries of their
access prospects if the Arrangement were continued in its present form.

2. in reply, the representatives of india, Pakistan,the United Arab Republic,
Hong Kong and Japan stated that theyhad engaged in a series of bilateral
discussions and negotiations with semeof the importing countries: (Austria,
Canada, Denmark, theEuropean Economic Community and the United States). The
representatives Of Pakistan and the United Arab Republic expressed the view that
soe bilateral talks had to be followed up and requested, therefore, more time
to enable them to finalize these talks; in this connexion, it was suggested
that the Committee might adjourn for forty-eight hours.

13. The representative of India said thatthe Long-Term Arrangement had so far
been inplemmented in a somewhat one-sided way and its preambular provisions had
almost been forgotten. The implementation, over the past four years, of the
different provisions providing for greater access for the developing countries
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had left a great deal to be desired. For these reasons, his delegation had,
in the past, proposed that the entire Arrangement be reviewed and had tabled
some amendments to this effect. He went on to say that there had recently been
some movement in the direction which had been desired under the Arrangement.
His country was engaged in bilateral consultations with a number of importing
countries and had still to negotiate with a certain number of others; he
indicated that more time, about three weeks, would be needed to finalize these
negotiations. It seemed to him that if these negotiations resulted in the kind
of consequences, conclusions and satisfaction which he had hoped for, he would
be in a position to withdraw the request for a review of the Arrangement.

14. The representative of Hong Kong stated that although there were still sone
points to be finalized with several importing countries, Hong Kong was prepared
to support an extension of the Long-Term Arrangement for a period of three years.

15. The representative of Japan said his country was not in a position to discuss
the question of a renewal of the Long-Term Arrangement until further progress had
been made in the bilateral negotiations with the Community. Unlike other
exporting countries, he could not foresee at this stage how much time would be
needed to settle these outstanding negotiations. A crucial element in Japan's
concern was that, while a slight crease in the quotas was offered, the
Community was not able to meet the requests made as regards: (i) improvements
in the administration of these quotas: (ii) accelerated efforts towardsimport
liberalization and (iii) increased opportunities for re-export of cotton.
textiles after processing. Serious concern was also expressed that the tariff
offer by the Community, being less than the linear cut, night oblige other major
importing countries to follow suit.

16. The representative of the Republic of China was in favour of an extension
of the Long-Term Arrangement. However, he expressed the hope that any under-
taking by the importing countries for a more liberal administration of the
Arrangement, or wider access to their markets, should be accorded to all
exporting countries without exception.

17. The representative of the United States, commentingon the point made in
connexion with the adjournment of the discussion. said that forty-eight hours
seemed to be an entirely reasonable period in which to tidy up what remained
to be completed. The consequences if the Committee could not expedite the
discussion would be a delay in the liberalization of the administration which
had been promised contingent upon the extension of Long-TermArrangement,
and also very serious uncertainty as regards the Kennedy Round negotiations.
These negoliations clearly presented different problems for different countries,
but the assumption on which United States had been proceeding in these
discussions was tha the Long-TeemArrangement would be extended in its present
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form. Any prolonged delay in the continuation of the discussions would compromise
this position. Referring to the experience of the United States in negotiating
with exporting countries, he expressed the hope that other importing countries
would likewise reach a kind of general understanding with the exporting countries
concerned, thus leaving the drafting of formal agreements and in some cases some
substantive problems, to be worked out at a later stage.

18. In order to provide further opportunity for bilateral discussions among the
participating countries, the meeting was adjourned. Discussion was resumed on
22 March.

19. The spokesman for the European Economic Community in his statement on
22 March which is reproduced in document COT/W/90, informed the Committee of the
offers made by the member States. These, he pointed out, represented a major
contribution to the progressive expansion of world trade incotton textiles.
On the assumtion that the Long-Term Arrangement would be extended for three
years in its present form, and taking into account the desires and concerns
expressed by certain exporting countries, the member States were prepared to
increase total imports of cotton textiles under quota to 15,500 tons by
30 September 1970; if account was to be taken of additional countries for which
quotas had been granted after 1962, the total would be 16,540 tons. The commit-
ments would be of a global nature but would, however, redress the situation in
favour of those exporting countries whose exports in 1962 were insignificant.
In addition, the member States were prepared to negotiate bilateral agreements
with the developing countries pursuant to Article 4 of the Arrangement. These
bilaterals would contain provisions for the member States of the Community to
suspend the quantitative restrictions maintained under Article 2 and not to resort
to Article 3 provided the negotiated ceilings were not exceededd. In conclusion,
he asked that, for institutionl reasons, a provision should be made, in the
document extending the Arrangement, for theCommunity as such to reserve the
right to resort in due time to any of the provisions of the Arrangement.

20. The Chairman, commenting on the statement made by the spokesman for the
Community, said that, on the hypothesis that the discussions betweem exporting
countries and the Community would lead to a satisfactory definition of the accesswhich exporting countries would enjoy, the Committee should,in the course of the
present meeting, take a decision in principleon theextension of the Arrangement
for a period of three years.It was, in fact,essential that the discussion. in the
Kennedy Round should takeplace against the background at least of a decision in
principle by the Committee now, in order to clear the wayfor a decision on tariffs
in the context of the Kennedy Round. TheCommittee should leterproceed to estab-
lish a protocol,or other appropriate instrument,to give effect to this decision in
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principle. This protocol should be opened for signature at some date in the not
too distant future, at which time the conditions of access to the markets of the
Community would have been determined and any changes necessary either in
article 2 or Annex A could then be made and incorporated in the Protocol. He
suggested that the Comnittee should reconvene on 3 April in order to co-ordinate
its discussion with the discussion on the Kennedy Round issues; the possibility
of the Committee continuing its discussion after that date, if this proved
necessary, could be left open. At that meeting, the Committee could determine what
would be an appropriate date for opening the Protocol, or other instrument, for
signature. The Chairman then enquired whether, against the background of the
proposal for the extension of the Arrangement unchanged in its essentials, there
were any amendments or changes which members of the Committee would wish to see
incorporated in the Arrangement as extended, or whether there were any additional
understandings which they would wish to seeformulatetd in connexion with the
extension.
21. The representative of the United States said that it had been the view of
his Government since the beginning of the discussion on the future fate of the
Long-Term Arrangement that the anpropriate course of action was to extend the
Attangement in its presentform. However, he was not certain as to what the
signifIcance of a decision in principle might be. The agreement of the Committee
to the extension of the Long-Lerm Arrangement in its present form was a
precondition for a definite action in the Kennedy Round negotiations and, as far
as the United States and other importing countries were concerned, a precondition
for the extension of certain measures of liberalization in the administration of
the Arrangement. He expressed the hope that whan the Committee resumed the
meeting on 3 April,the outstanding problems would be eliminated or at least
reduced; if this could not be done, whateverproblems might remain could be
isolated, thereby permitting a decision of substance to be reached, bearing in
mind the vital connexion between the discussion withinthe Committeeand the
Kenneoy Round negotiations. The united States believed that the Protocol which
was needed must serve two purposes: (i) to provide the additional term of duration
of the Long-Tarm Arrangement, and (ii) to provide a procedure for the adherence
of new members to the extended Long-Term Arrangement. It might not be possible
at the same time to draw up the complete text of Annex A: this could be done,
when the appropriate figures had been commnicated to the secretariat.

22. The spokesman for the European Economic Community, commenting on the reference
mada to Annex A,pointend out that the commitments of the member States under
Article 2 were determined and did not, necessitate any further negotiation or delay.
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23. The representatIve of India stated that in the light
evolvingsituation and the move towards a more liberal administration of the
Arrangement, he feltthat he need not press the amendmentshis delegation had
proposed at an earlier meeting of theCotton Textiles Committee. He would also
be willing to go along with the general desire and would agree in principle to
a renewal of the Long-TeraArrangement for a period of three years, subject
to the satisfactory conclusion of' bilateraltalkswith membercountries and
in accerdance with his own obervations those of the Chairman earlier. More-over, he reforred inparticular to the problemofhandloomproductswhich had
been specifically and deliberately excluded from the purviewand the provisions
ofthe Long-Torm Arrangement under Article 9. In view of the social, economic
and political impertance of the handloomin India, he stressed that
taxtileproducts manufactured outofhandloomsshould to treeted on& par with
handloomfabries and be kept completelyoutside thepurview oftheArrangement.

Arrangement as had been doneby some countries to the Long-Term Arrengement on
the earlier occasion. Headded that subject to this, he would recommend to his

Government anextension of theLong-TermArrangement Referring to the connexion
between the Kennedy Round negotiations and the future of the Long-TermArrange-
ment, he said that there shouldbe no duty, or, only a very nominal dutyarrange-

ment, in regard tohandloomproducts. He, therefore, requested thatdeveloped
countries which had any legislative difficulties, take note of this and think
in termss of securingthe necessary legislativeamendments.

24. Therepresentativsof Colombia,Japan and the Republic of Norcesupported

25.. The representative ofthe UnitedArabRepublicsaidthat, after thevery
recent bilateralconsultations whichhisdelegation hadhad withtheimporting
countries conearned,hewas in aposition to agree inprincipleto anextension
ofthe Long-Torm Arrangement for a periodof three He emphasised however
that the basicobjectiveofthe participatingcountries wastoachieve theliberalisationoftrage in and that theLong-Term

Arrangement was stilltobe regarded as an exceptionalArrangementdesigned to

to befinalforesce anydiffioultyandtheir offers for tarif cuts in the fide of

thepossibility of improvingcertainaspects of the Arrangement duringits new
term.
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27. The represnt-ative of Greece stated that his country had concluded a
mutoaly satisfactory agroammrt withi the United States. It had bee hoped that
thc Unitod itingdom would lUcwise -ive somo cncouag=ing indication with respect
to ouitstandin proSaams, but unfearta't' these mmi,-od unsolved. Under these
circumstances, Crece had to Join those countries which viewed the United ingdon
scheme in the li;ht of ptr:sramph (iv) of the conclusions adonted by the Ckittee
at its racotim 21 and 22 _ril 1966. 'c.rrthclcss, his r t was
pr;xqrcd to acrce to the re=ac of the t iits present foria.
28. Th conclusion, th Chairan said that the Cmmitte would be rcconvmad en
3 _ril to proceed to the considration of thi draft Protocol p o;idin for the
cnsion of thc Lanj-T7n-z:Arrenicn for a of three yeHrs.Ho ivi'ted
those participtin& countries u'ch had SvuZsticns to 'a4e in cormexion with
the &of~tin,Sof th: Protocol to eorwmrd then to tho scrtctriat. as soon as
possible. Lac s-crtariat-, on its part, would smmbit a draft Protocol which
wculc .1fer the basis for cdiscussian.-at at etiz, eavi2-; the Zxact wording,
of Artic7_ 2 and .cx.2 to be dcc cducpn, as well as the provisions rmhatinZ;
to the datc on 'aich- the, Protocol sould oco:Sce for si-.attrw.
!I. Consideration of the Protocol xe dinz the A-n-anrame t

Meeting en 3 -il 1967

29. The Co-i ttoe bhad bcore docmnet+ COTA/92 wvich comta=nx the draft
Protocol ;-x -the lo-Tert for - pried of thrc: ycars, i.e.
until -O Se&tc-r 1970.

30. Thc Ch nm= invited th,-' nonbes of the Gomitle to consz.r thie terzs of
the draft Prot Oc which zv effect 7 ti decisZOZ in primcipeWrrive
by the Go ;ittc;_ at, tc o=rlictr nee; nr. jre oVt uhat :hZis svzcstn to
cdt the- so-ncwhambi:;amu "Lcnx_- i was rfle-tod in the title of
thc Protocol. H-e furthcx ecnrqre cs to cthCr the:} p-rticipatim?; cor';ics
mmntioned iz of the Protocol ein -- position to i'^iIcatc the
n ,rcanta,-c fires to b2X izi#=?u;ed i I--= ",2'rv;tL=Co t the tc>t of the
Protocol with a vi0w to opein; it for acceotacc in Accordance
wn pare.)T 4.

The diScQssiOn. on specific p 4C of`hS ?rctocol fo7l ows beLo-.
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Paragraph 3AnnexA

31. The representative of Austria said that his Government was prepared to
continue applying the annual increase of 19 per cent through the extended period
of validity of the Arrangement, thus bringing the percentage figure of 95
provided for' ustria inAnnex A to 152 at the end of the three years. In under-
taking this substantial growth factor, austria had abided by the objective set
out in the preamble to the Arrangement namely, that trade opportunities for the
less-developed countries, possessing the necessary raw material and skills, should
be increased.

32. The representative of Denmark said that his Government was preparedto
continue applying the annual increase of 3 per cent; this old represent a
percentage figure of 24 for Denmrk.

33. The spokesman for the European Economic Counit informed the Ccittee
that thepe figure to beincluded in .annex 3 for the Community as a whole
would be 154.1He recalled that the Community undertook to increase total
imports of cotton textiles, subject to quotas, to 15,500 tons at the end of the
three years taking into account the additional countries for which quotas had
been granted aftter 1962, the figure would be 16,540 tons. Moreover, the member
States envisaged the conclusion of mutually acceptable bilateral agreements
under article 4 of the Arrangement with those exporting countries which had
expressed a desire to obtain greater access to the markets of the Community.
34. The representative of Norway said that the percentage figures to be
included in Annex A were of little significance. On account of the low self-
sufficiency ratio of 32 per cent in Norway, and as an effect of its liberal
import policy, imorts of cotton textiles amounted to practically three quarters
of total consumption. Thus, his country had reached the point where alI
increases in imports would cause great difficulties for the remaining hard core
of its cotton textiles industry: even if Norway were to indicate a relatively
low figure for insertion in Annex A, it would mean a great effort on its part.
Norway was in favour of an extension of the Arrangement and in favour of

liberslization of trade in cotton textiles within the framework of the Kennedy
Round negotiations, and still intended to pursue its liberal import policy. He
had hoped, nevertheless, that the policies pursued t other importing countries
with bigger markets would have led to larger opportunities for exporting
countries. In the absence of a greater effort on their part, it was unreasonable
to expect a country with a smallmarket like his own to o any further. Be
emphasized the importance which his country attached to the balanced development
of world trade in cotton textiles.

1This represents the percentageincreasein the figure of 16,540 tons over

the quota of 6,509 tons opened in1962(seeCOT/69, page 13).
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35. The representative of Sweden supported what had been said by the represen-
tative of Norway. He recalled that statistical and other relevant information
communicated to the Comittee showed clearly the liberal import policy of Sweden
in the field of cotton textiles. Sweden had to write into AnnexA a relatively
low percentage figure, buthe was not in a position to indicate the precise
figure and stated that his Government would notify it in due tine.

36. The representative of the UnitedKingdom said that there should be some
means of comparing the performnces of those importing countries included in
Annex Aand, therefore, thought that the figures might be indicated in tonnage.
Otherwise, it seemed to bim less controversial to drop Annex A altogether.

37. The Chariman said that the percentage figures in Annex A were certainly not
a clear indication of the liberal policy or otherwise of the countries against
which they figured. The point of Annex A was to give at least a minimum
guarantee to the exporters of the they might they might expect inthe markets
which were united by the maintenceof import restrictions.

38. The representative of the United States said that the Committee, at its
previous meeting, had reached an agreement in principle to extend the Long-Term
arrangement.The Committee was proceeding at the present meeting to consider
the instrument, givingeffect to this agreement in principle. Withrespect to
the European Economic Community, the exporting countries hadbeen given assurances
of certain treatment which could be expressed relative simply in Annex A and
had also beengiven the opportunity to negotiate, bilateral agreements under
article 4; the latter would gradually replace thetreatmentpromisedthenin
Annex A. He, therefore, wondered whether it night be satisfactory to the
Committee to acceptAnnex Awithwith the understanding that the Governments of

Norwayand Sweden would communicate, in due course, the appropriate figures.

39. The representative of Norway stated that it washis understanding that the
developing counties viewed n increased access to marketas beingmoremeninig-
ful, in terms of terms if it were through increased quotas ratherthanthrough
tariff reductions. If this was the atttude of the developing count:ries and if
they preferred to have an access to the Norwegian market expressed in terms of
an increase in the quotas for the remaining hardcore items,he was preparedto
write into Annex A an annual increase of 3 per cent, which would mean a percent-
age figure of 24 at the end of the periodofthe prolongation of the Arrangement.

1This was received on 11 April 1967: consequently, the percentagefigure
for Swedento beinsertedinAnnexA is 24 (see COT/77).
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Paragraph4

40. The spokesman for the Eurooean Economic Community referring to paragraph 4
of the Protocol, suggested the insertion of the following clause: "The Community,
as such, would reserve the right to resort in due time to any of the provisions
of the Arrangement;". Later in the discussion, replying to the query made by the
representative. of India as to whether the clause suggested by the Community was
to be considered as a total reservation on the extension of the Arrangement, he
said that the insertion of the clause was merely intended to reflect the reser-
vation which was entered into by the spokesman for the Community at the previous
meeting when he said that "for reasons of an institutional nature, provisions
should be made in the instruemnts to be established for the extension of the
Arrangement for a clause under which the Community as such would reserve the
right to resort in due time to any of the provisions of the Arrangement".

41. The representative of the United States said that it was his understanding
that this clause was to permit the Community to assume, when it was in a position
to do so, the rights and obligations which governments of the member States had
had under the Arrangement. He would have thought that such a provision was not
necessary since a notification to the effect that the Community was wasin fact
functioning In such a way as to have the powers that individual governments had
previously had might be accepted. If, however, a clause was needed to meet the
needs of the Community, some attention would have to be given to the drafting of
such a clause.

42. The Chairman pointed out that the wording, as suggested by the Community,
would perhaps mean more than was intended when it referred to recourse to any of
the provisions of the Arrangement. Themember States in accepting the Arrange-
ment had the right to resort to certain provisions; they had opted, for instance,
to operate under article 2 rather than article 3. He further stated that a
rather different drafting was necessary to the effect that the Community, at the
appropriate time, would assume the rights and obligations which would have been
assumed by the member States.

43. The spokesman for the European EconomicCommunity said that he would submit
a re-drafted text1 o the secretariat, in the light of the comments made.

Paragraph 5

44.The spokesman for the European Economic Community said that the reasons
which led to the provision set out in paragaph 2 of Article 12 of theLong-Term
Arrngement were still valid and, therefore, suggested the insertionof the same
provision in paragraph 5 of the Protocol.

1This was receivedby the secretariatand incorporated in paragraph4 of the
Protocol (see COT/77).
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45. The representative of the United States said that such a provision was
not necessary in view of the fact that this was not a new arrangement and
that the Committee was in agreement to extend it. It seemed unlikely that a
meeting would be needed as might have been the case in 1962. However, in
September 1967 if some difficulties arose the Chairman would be in a position
to convene a meeting to assess the situation at that time.

46. The Chairman said that the incorporation of paragraph 2 in Article 12
had been made in order to find a device corresponding to the key country
approach, because it was quite uncertain at that time how many countries
would accept the Arrangement. In so far as the Committee had reached a
broad consensus on the extension of the Arrangement, this uncertainty did
not exist and, therefore, he did not consider it necessary to make such an
insertion on the occasion of the extension of the Arrangement. If, however,
nearer the expiration date of the present Arrangement there were difficulties
in securing signatories to the Protocol, it would be possible for him to call
the Committee together to take whatever action might be necessary at that
stage.

47. The spokesman for the European Economic Community said that the member
States had agreed, as an additional effort, to apply in their future relations
with certain exporting countries mutually acceptable arrangements pursuant to
Article 4. They had been able to agree to this effort with the expectation
that all exporting countries 'which were signatories to the present Arrangement,
or parties thereto, would adhere to the Protocol. If there were to be doubts
as to the number of exporting countries involved, every signatory State would
be able to invoke paragraph 2 of Article 12 which was extended mutatis mutandis
as well as other provisions of the present Arrangement.

48. The representative of the United States pointed out that the Protocol
provIded for the entry into force of the extended Arrangement on 1 October 1967
for the countries which have accepted it by that date. The United States had
undertaken to liberalize its administration in specific ways fwith respect
to certain countries at such time as it was assured that the Long-Term Arrangement
would be extended. He would assume that his Government could be assured that,
upon the decision of the Committee, the Long-Term Arrangement would be extended.
Thus, the United States expected that any country which accepted liberalization
of administration from it would not cnly concur in the extension of the
Long-Term Arrangement at the present meeting but would also, in due course,
carry through what was regarded as the formalities involved in the extension
of the Arrangement.
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49. The Chairman reiterated that, if shortly before 1 October 1967, acceptance
gave rise to difficulties for one or more important countries, then under those
circumstances he would call the Committee together to deal with the situation.
He would apply paragraph 2 of Article 12 to the signature of the Protocol
by analogy, that was to say that any such meeting would take place within the
week prior to 1 October 1967. In view of the comments made no addition should
be made to paragraph 5 of the Protocol.

Other matters

50. The representative of India drew the attention of the Committee to
the summary of the Chairman at the major review (COT/W/65) as well as his
summary on further procedures to be followed in connexion with Article 8(d)
of the Arrangement (COT/W/86). He quoted paragraph 3 of COT/W/86 which reads:
"It had also been proposed that the Committee should endeavour to agree on
certain guidelines or standards. It was doubtful whether it would be
practicable or feasible to try to reach agreement on such understandings during
the present meeting. It was the feeling of the Chairman that an equally valid
course would be to await the results of the bilateral discussions, and then to
examine, against the background of these discussions, the possibility of
formulating understandings which could be agreed upon, and which would both
reflect the intentions of individual countries as regards the operation of the
Long-Term Arrangement in the future in the event of its renewal - and also,
as it were, give a kind of multilateral recognition of these intentions - and
assist in a decision being reached under Article 8(d)..." The Protocol should
reflect the liberalized principles which the bilaterals were supposed to have
brought into operation and secure multilateral recognition of these intentions
which were to give access to the markets of the developed countries. He
further suggested the establishment of a drafting committee to go through the
records of the Committee's past meetings and translate into the Protocol
the relevant parts of the deliberations of the Committee during the last four years.
This would incidentally enable countries like his own to speed up and finalize
the conclusion of the bilateral negotiations. A re-worded Protocol of the type
he was suggesting would also have to be scrutinized by the governments with
respect to both the legal aspect and the policy involved.

51. The representative of the United States opposed the suggestion made by
the representative of India. He said that his country had dealt with the
question of liberalization of administration through bilateral negotiations
and some understandings had been reached. These bilateral understandings
embodied specific measures of liberalization designed to meet particular concerns
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of individual exporting countries. The principles guiding this liberalization
had been set forth in the preamble to the Long-Term Arrangement, and in
meetings of this Committee. Restatement or reformulation of these principles
in the Protocol extending the Arrangement would not be constructive. He noted,
however, that participants were free to bring up the question of the principles
underlying liberalization of administration later in the year, at the
fifth annual review of the Arrangement. He further stressed the importance of
avoiding delay in clearing the way for both the Kennedy Round negotiations
and those elements of liberalization of administration which were dependent on
a definite assurance that the Arrangement was going to be extended.

52. The representative of Canada said that he was in agreement with the
view expressed by the United States representative that the Committee should
avoid delaying the tariff negotiations which were in the course of discussion.
He added that if the Committee was to take up the proposal of the representative
of India, it would take a. long and difficult time to draft words which probably
would be, in the end, of historical interest only. The preambular provisions
of the Arrangement which set cut, in some forceful and incisive language,
what the participating countries would have liked to do had not been, in fact,
very relevant.

53. The representative of the United Kingdom supported what had been said
by the representative of Canada.

54. The representative of the United Arab Republic said that it might perhaps be
useful to have in the Protocol a reaffirrnation of the objectives set out in the
preamble to the Arrangement.

55. The spokesman for theEuropean Economic Community supported the proposal
made by the representative of the United Arab Republic.

56. The representative of India said that he was not seeking a new principle
bout was only trying to reiterate the principles which had already been agreed
and summed up by the Chairman as the consensus of opinion in the Committee.

57. The representative of the United States said that it would be even more
difficult to find common principles for the measures of liberalization which
importing countries as a whole had extended or promised to extend. He
thought, however, that a reference to the preamble might be secured in the
Protocol by adding to its preambular provision which reads: "ACTING pursuant
to paragraph (d) of Article 8 of the Arrangement" some words on the
following lines "and in accordance with the preamble to the Arrangement".
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58. The representative of Pakistan thought it important that some recognition
should be given to the points which had alreadyy been discussed and summarized
by the Chairman on earlier occasions. He, therefore, asked if it was possible
for those countries debating this point to make suggested compromises which
might lead to an agreed draft for incorporation in the Protocol.

59. The Chairman, referring to his original proposal for a package deal com-
bining tariff cuts and the future of the Long-Term Arrangement, said that one
of the elements he had suggested was an understanding that importing countries
would apply the Arrangement with greater flexibility, having due regard to the
necessity of providing expanded access to their markets for exporting countries.
He wondered, therefore, whether a preambular paragraph in the Protocol to this
effect would be acceptable.

60. The representative Of the United States was not in Iavour of the suggestion
made by the Chairman and stressed that his Government had been proceeding,
throughout the discussion of the future of the Long-Term Arrangement, on a very
clear and precise understanding that the Arrangement would be extended in its
present form, and accordingly it was embodying the measures of liberalization in
the bilateral agreements which it had concluded with the exporting countries.
Thus, any other possibility was contrary to this understanding which- had been
formally established, especially in the past two weeks. He reiterated his
willingness for a reference to be made to the preamble to the Long-Term Arrangement.

61. The representative of the United Kingdom pointed out that the extent to
which a country could allow flexibility would depend to a very considerable
degree on the proportion of its domestic market which was taken up by imports.
it would be difficult to agree to a declaration of the kifnd suggested by the
Chairman without knowing what was intended. He supported the attitude taken
by the representative of the United States in limiting any declaration in the
Protocol to a reference back to the intentions set out in the preamble to the
Long-Term Arrangement which, he would have thought, met the preoccupations of
both importing and exporting countries.

62. The representative of India, replying to an enquiry by the Chairman as to
whether he wished to pursue this matter further, said that if there were
difficulties in translating what he had requested into the Protocol, and if the
principles which had been discussed in the Committee could not be regarded as
a part of the Protocol, he would be willing to consider the feasibility of
translating these liberalized principles into a memorandum of understandings to be
appended to the Protocol. He would circulate a paper to this effect if the
Committee so desired.
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63. The representative of the United States said that if the Committee had to
open discussion on a memorandum of understandings,and if these understandings
were to be of substance, a serious question would arise as to whether the
Long-Term Arrangement was being extended in its present form. He recalled that
the Committee, at its previous meeting, had reached a decision in principle to
this effect. He further stated that a matter of crucial concern was to avoid
any delay in concluding the Kennedy Round negotiations or in giving effect to
the measures of liberalization embodied in the bilateral agreements.

64. The representative of Canada said that the desire expressed by tha
representative of India to see the principles of liberalization set out in a
memorandum of understandings would create great difficulty for those importing
countries which applied relatively liberal import policies. He shared the
concern expressed by the United States representative that due consideration
had to be given to the preoccupation of some countries with the comprehensive
negotiations on tariff cuts. He further stated that it would be difficult to
locate and set out principles in a memorandum of understandings which could be
agreed upon.

65. The Chairman said that the Committee could incorporate in the records of
the meeting a recognition that its action to extend the Arrangement was taken in
the context of the discussion which had taken place in the Committee under
paragraph (d) of Article 8 of the Arrangement. These discussions had included
a number of statements by various importing countries as to their future
intention in implementing the Long-Term Arrangement and evidence of the actual
arrangements which had been made between the countries concerned. This was
merely a statement of fact, as the decision which the Committee was taking at
the present time had been arrived at after a long series of discussions
supplemented by bilateral negotiations to give effect to those understandings
on the basis of which the Committee had been proceeding.

66. The representative of the United States agreed that the statement made
by the Chairman should be incorporated in the record of the meeting, adding that
the documents which contained the liberalization were available from the
secretariat. All the subsequent and contingent measures of liberalization
would be similarly published as soon as they were put in legal form and would be
circulated to the members of the Committee in due course.

67. The representative of India said that the preoccupation of the delegates
who had expressed their views on this point seemed to be with the time factor.
The Committee, at the earlier meeting, had taken a decision that the results
of the bilateral discussions would be awaited -and, against the background of
these discussions, the possibility of formulating understandings would be
examined. The Committee should, therefore, examine this possibility even if it
took some time. This would permit the outstanding bilateral negotiations to be
completed and enable his delegation to submit a paper. When this paper was
available to the Committee it would be appropriate for a decision to be taken
as to whether an understanding of this kind could in fact be formulated.
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68. The representative of the United Status said he was opposed in principle
to any action different from that of extending the Long-Term Arrangement in its
present form because of reasons of time and the repercussions resulting from a
delay. His Government regretted that the measures of liberalization promised to
the exporting countries, as distinct from those which were granted to them in
the course of discussion had not been in effect since the September meeting; the
United State-s had been prepared to put those in practice had a decision at that
time been reached to extend the Arrangement.

69. The Chairman said that what was important for the Government of India, and
no doubt for others, was that in coming to their decision to agree to the
extension of the Arrangement, they had inter alia been motivated by the
declarations of policy and intention which had been made by a number of importing
countries in the transactions leading up to this decision, and the translation
of these declarations of intention into the form of bilateral arrangements to
define the terms of access during the period of prolongation of the Arrangement.
He suggested that the foregoing could be reflected in the records of the meeting.
If that were acceptable, it might avoid the difficulty of trying to incorporate
language in the legal instrument which might, as pointed out by the representative
of the United States, raise new difficulties since such language might be
interpreted as a modification of the terms of the Arrangement.

70. At a later stage, the Chairman suggested that the Committee note the
reservation by India on the text of the Protocol and said that if other
delegations had similar reservations to make, they could record theirs and the
Committee would revert to the matter as and when they were in a position to
discuss these reservations.

71. The representative of india asked the Chairman for clarification in
connexion with the amendment to be forwarded by the Comunity and the suggestion

madeby the representative of the United Arab Republic. He further recalled
that his delegation on 20 March had stated that India was prepared to withdraw
its request for amendment to the Long-Term Arrangement on the conclusion of the
bilateral negotiations. These negotiations had not yet been completed because of
the intervention of the Easter holidays. He would have hoped, however, that
some time would be made available to enable his delegation to complete these
negotiations and thereby take a decision on the Protocol extending the
Arrangement. He further enquired about the text on which the reservation was
to be made.

72. The Chairman in reply said that the amendment proposed by the Community,
with respect to paragraph 4 of the Protocol, was merely intended to record
that at the appropriate time the European Economic Conmunity would assume the
rights and obligations at present assumed -by member States through their
signature to the Long-Torn Arrangement, and to the Protocol extending it. The
spokesman for the Community would reconsider the wording which -he had suggested
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and submit a redrafted text with such modifications as he thought appropriate in
the light of the comments made in the Committee. The Chairman added that, in
the light of the explanation he had given as regards the drafting of paragraph 5,
the spokesman for the Community was not pressing for the insertion of the
provision analogous to paragraph 2 of Article 12 of the Long-Tern Arrangement.
Referring to the suggestion made by the representative of the United Arab Republic,
he said that it had been intended as a substitute for the suggestion made by the
representative of India. Since it was not accepted as a substitute by the
representative of India, who wished to press his own amendment, the proposal by
the representative of the United Arab Republic was presumably no longer before
the Committee. On the other point, if the representative of India had intended
at the last meeting to reserve his position on the decision in principle to
extend the Long-Term Arrangement, then the Committee should note that the
reservation was more extensive than the Chairman had thought, i.e. that it was
merely a reservation on the document to give effect to this decision in principle.
He asked the representative of India to clarify this point.

73. The representative of India, recalling what had been said by his delegation
at the earlier meeting, and by the Chairman in summing up the discussions at that
meeting, said that the understanding of the Indian delegation had been that when
the bilateral negotiations were satisfactorily completed they thought that the
situation would change for the better and consequently they could withdraw their
own amendment to the Arrangement. At the least his delegation would expect that
the Protocol would incorporate the earlier understandings. If these, however,
were not incorporated, a new situation would arise for India.

74. The Chairman said that the Committee noted that, pending the outcome of
bilateral negotiations and pending further discussion on the actual text of the
Protocol, the Government of India totally reserved its position on the extension
of the Long-Term Arrangement. The Committee took note of this comprehensive
reservation in the hope that this point would eventually be solved satisfactorily.

75. kt a later stage, in reply to a question put by the representative of the
United Kingdom as to whether there would be need for a further meeting, the
Chairman said that this need would only arise if the Indian Government decided
to instruct its delegation topress for changes in the Protocol. This was a
situation the Committee would have to deal with if it arose. In the absence of
this, the Committee would go ahead with the Protocol, as drafted. There were
various possibilities: the Government of India might decide to sign the Protocol
with a reservation and then the reservation procedure would be followed. The
Committee could not judge the situation until it had been judged by the
Government of India. He thought that it would not be necessary to have a meeting
to deal with the rather formal point made by the Community. In. these circumstances
and noting the reservation of the Government of India, the Committee should
proceed with the discussion on tariffs.
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76. In conclusion, the Chairman said that subject to the subsequent notification
by Sweden of the percentage figure to be inserted in paragraph 3 of the
Protocol and the submission by the European Economic Community of an Additional
clause to be added to paragraph 4 the Committee could regard the Protocol as
agreed, with the reservation which had been indicated by the representative of
India.3

III. Tariff Reductions on Cotton Textiles

77. Following the proposal by the Chairman that the Committee should consider
what would be the most appropriate arrangement for pursuing discussion on
tariff reductions on cotton textiles within the context of the Kennedy Round
negotiations, it was agreed that interested importing and exporting countries
represented in the Committee, and at the sane time participating in the trade
negotiations, should meet with him to initiate a multilateral discussion on
this issue.

1See footnote, page 10

2See footnote, page 11

3The representative of India has since withdrawn his reservation.
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Annex
PROTOCOL EXTENDING THE ARRANGEMENT REGARDING

INTERNTIONAL TRADE IN COTTON TEXTILES OF 1 OCTOBER 1962
The COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING in the Long-Tern Arrangement Regarding

International Trade in Cotton Textiles (hereinafter referred to as "the
Arrangement") ,

ACTING pursuant to paragraph (d) of Article 8 of the Arrangement,

HEREBY AGREE as follows:

1. The period of validity of the Arrangement, set out in Article 14, shall be
extended for a period of three years, i.e. until 30 September 1970.
2. The last sentence in paragraph 3 of Article 2 shall be amended to read:

"It would, however, be desirable that the overall increase should be
distributed as equally as possible in the annual quotas to be
applied over the period of validity of the Arrangement."

3. Annex A shall be amended to read:

"Annex A

"For purposes of Article 2 the percentages referred to in
paragraph 3 thereof shall be:

For Austria 152 per cent
For Denmark 24 per cent
For European Economic Community 154 per cent
For Norway 24 per cent
For Sweden 24 per cent"

4. This Protocol shall be open for acceptance, by signature or otherwise, by
governments participating in the Arrangement and by other governments accepting
or acceding to the Arrangement pursuant to the provisions of Article 11 thereof.
It shall be open to the European Economic Cormunity as such to accept this
Protocol when it determines that its institutional arrangements enable it to do
so.

5. This Protocol shall enter into force on 1 October 1967 for the countries
which have accepted it by that date. It shall enter into force for a country
which accepts it on a later date as of the date of such acceptance.

DONE at Geneva this first day of Lay one thousand nine hundred and
sixty-seven, in a single copy in the English and French languages, both texts
being authentic.
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